
I
am 39 weeks and two days pregnant. At
the post office yesterday, the man behind
the counter took one look at me and said,
“You should not be out like this. Stay
inside the house until baby comes.” Three
people stopped and stared as I walked

to my car. “When are you due”? one called out
from way across the car park. “Any day now,” I
said. She tilted her head as if to say, “Holy hell!”
I feel in equal parts like beauty at its highest and
a big, fat lump.

For months I have been looking at expiry
dates with no interest other than their proximity
to the date I am due to give birth to my first
baby. I tell my husband this and he decides that
a bottle of milk is the ultimate: that when those
bold numbers assert themselves from the fridge
with a date that matches ours, it will mean this
is officially happening, like a stamp landing on a
passport when you arrive in a new country. Last
week we visited the supermarket and I reached
down the back for the new milk — and there it
was. “We don’t need milk,” my husband said. I
looked at him in disbelief, pointing to the date.
“It’s a keepsake.”

At home, I can’t stop opening the fridge
to stare at the bottle. I take a photo of it,
snapchatting it to friends with the date circled
and the baby emoji and a shocked faced emoji
and a heart emoji. They respond with the
clapping hands emoji, or the heart emoji, or the
emoji where the yellow face is laughing until
it cries. I engage with all of these interactions
in good humour, but somewhere inside I feel a
shock bordering on panic that the day of the
milk expiry match has arrived, and sometime
soon an actual baby will arrive as well.

I also partake in the euphoric and frightening
exercise of measuring this time in “lasts”. I
think, this could be the last time I wash my
hair before the baby comes, the last time I eat
noodles, the last time I have to cut my toenails,
the last time I change the sheets, the last time
I buy something online, the last time I see
Everywhere Man as I drive down the street.
When my friends say goodbye, they say, “This
could be the last time I see you before you have
a baby.” And I shut the door and cannot for the
life of me believe it’s real.

FOR FOUR years, my husband and I wanted
nothing more than a baby. In those years we
learned that no matter how much you want
something, or how much you try, it might
happen, but there’s a chance it won’t. Our whole
lives we are taught that if we work hard enough,
we will get what we want. How do we reconcile
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that with the bleak prospect of infertility?
I have heard pregnancy described as a state

of mild to elevated panic, and indeed I feel
like this: mild panic with every ache and pain,
elevated panic at the eight ultrasounds we’ve
elected this time around, where I still can’t look
at the screen and see anything but all my life and
happiness hanging in the balance.

My fear of scans began with the first
miscarriage. I look back to that one and think
about how optimistic I was, how much I took
it for granted that everything would be okay.
The sonographer said, “I’m sorry, this is not a
viable pregnancy” and it felt like walking into
the shade. I lost a kind of innocence about the
way life would unfold before me. I remember
the scanning rod was still inside me and she was
shifting it around, frowning into the monitor
for slow minutes, taking stills as I lay there,
sentenced to the bed, trying to contain my panic.

When I fell pregnant the second time, my dog
sat still as I cried into her fur, tears of grief and
joy. As the weeks passed, no bleeding, no pain,
none of the grim symptoms you read about, I
slowly began to let myself relax and discuss the
possibility of having a baby with my husband.

‘We
are

loved,
we
are

loved’

I was annoyed at him for holding back. “Just
let yourself feel happy,” I said, and each day
I felt a little more entitled to claim that what
was happening was real. I made him follow
me into conversations about our new life, and
we sounded awkward at first, but soon we got
so good at dreaming about it. Will our house
be warm enough, we whispered to each other,
where will it sleep, will the dog be jealous,
what do we need, what will we call it? At night
he let his hands smooth over my stomach and
sometimes he said goodnight to it and they were
among the sweetest moments of my life.

I NEVER felt the first two kick. We lost the
second at 15 weeks, just as I was about to show.
“There was a bump,” I cried to my husband
after. “There wasn’t,” he says, running his hands
through my hair. “There wasn’t.”

Now, nothing settles my anxiety like the feel
of this baby kicking. He kicks, “I’m alive!” and
I can carry on living too. He sleeps, and I worry,
and my husband and I set the timer and hold my
stomach, waiting for him as I try to stay sane.
Sometimes at night I think about worse things
that may happen to us and everything we have
been through feels like a warning. To love more
than this and risk loss is a frightening thing. I
shake my husband awake one night, hysterical,
to tell him he needs to go to the doctor for a
check-up. Chaos threatens, and it’s so deep
down, at the thought I might ever lose them.

I become convinced our unborn child is in
perilous danger because of half an interview I
caught on national radio about bog water — we
don’t even use bog water — or the bag of lettuce
that has been recalled from the supermarket, or
the cheese I didn’t check at a restaurant. “What
if I poison him?” I say. “What if I fall over and
hit my belly? What if I roll on to my back in the
night and he can’t breathe?” His words settle
me, as calming as an old song. “You’re well, I’m
well, the baby is well.” On we go.

In the weeks following the loss of our second
baby, time had its way with pain. Slowly we
allowed ourselves to become distracted by
everyday things, spending hours with the laptop
sitting between us, watching reruns of Friends,
eating mashed potatoes smothered in salt,
picking feijoas from beneath the tree out front
in our dressing gowns. There was a reassurance
in those moments, that life wanders along and is
mostly gentle. I pulled flowers from the bouquets
we were sent and dotted them around the house
in jars so that everywhere we went there were
reminders that we are loved, we are loved, we
are loved, we are loved. We ate lemon biscuits,
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hand-delivered by my mum, and saw her little
face that wished nothing but good things for
us. The anxiety lessened its ringing in my ears.
Enough to try again, knowing that no matter
how much you want something, or how much
you try, it might happen, but there’s a chance it
won’t.

I write this only days away from holding my
baby and all that matters is that he gets here
safely. My arms tingle at the prospect of him.

This week at the supermarket, a woman
stocking shelves sees me and drops a box full of
canned fruit. “I got distracted by your stomach.”

A stranger walks past and says, “Good
luck.”

I get to the milk and the expiry is a week
past my due date.

I smile and my heart quickens, but only
a little. By the time we reach the new milk
expiry date, I will be home with an actual baby.
Christ! A “what if” creeps in, then another. I
catch myself, just in time. I place a hand on my
stomach and feel the thing I wanted more than
anything and now cannot believe I actually have.
Sure enough, somewhere inside my busy head,
there is joy to be visualised, too.

I picture a healthy baby, wrapped tight in his
little sleeping basket. I picture myself, checking
on him in the night, holding him in my arms. I
picture him, peeping out from his capsule as I
wander through the supermarket.
EDITED EXTRACT FROM “THE BEGINNING”,
HEADLANDS: NEW STORIES OF ANXIETY,
(VICTORIA UNIVERSITY PRESS, $30). AVAILABLE
FOR PRE-ORDER FROM VUP BUT CAN ALSO BE
PRE-ORDERED THROUGH GOOD BOOKSHOPS
FROM OCTOBER 11.
MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS WEEK IS
OCTOBER 8-14. MHAW.NZ
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